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Data sharing: a decade since the publication of the first cohort profile
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It has been a decade since the section ‘Cohort Profile’ in the International Journal of Epidemiology was launched in December 2004, aiming to foster collaboration through data sharing.1 To understand the current data sharing practice related to those cohorts, we reviewed 791 subsequent articles which had cited nine early published cohort profiles in 2004/05,2–10 each cohort containing data from a single nation. By scrutinizing the methods sections of those articles, we identified 606 articles which had used the original data from the profiled cohorts. Data sharing was indicated if the first/corresponding author’s affiliations of a subsequent article were different from those of the original data holders at the organizational level. As shown in Figure 1, the majority of their subsequent publications (73%, 440/606) were produced by the original teams, and about 27% (166/606) were data-sharing articles led by researchers outside the original data holder’s organizations. Over the past decade, data sharing occurred in eight of the nine profiled cohorts. Although data sharing has occurred, the numbers of data-sharing articles varied considerably among those cohorts, ranging from 0 to 49 articles over a decade. Fewer than half (four of nine) of the cohort datasets were shared internationally and total international data-sharing articles constituted about 11% (67/606) of all subsequent articles.

We also found that the original teams which participated in international data sharing produced a greater number of articles by their own teams (non-data sharing articles) than those without international data sharing. On

Figure 1. Cumulative numbers of articles having used and shared data from nine profiled cohorts.
average, the original teams who had shared their data internationally produced 94 non-data sharing articles per cohort, much more than those of cohorts without international data sharing (13 articles per cohort). Although we could not distinguish between cause and effect, the coexistence of higher levels of data sharing and higher original team’s productivity implies that data sharing benefits both data holders and re-users and is ultimately more valuable for science. The perceived fear of being ‘scooped’ by others using their data before they can be is perhaps unfounded.

Original data holders co-authored most subsequent data-sharing articles (85%). However, there was a huge variation among those cohorts. For four of the nine original cohorts, data holders were listed as co-authors in all subsequent data-sharing articles (100%, 84/84). For one of those cohorts, original data holders only co-authored 59% articles and the contribution of original data to the article was only acknowledged in the acknowledgement and methods sections in the remaining 41% articles. We feel that such a format of acknowledgement may undervalue the original data holders’ contribution, considering their efforts to maintain a cohort and the potential research opportunities the contribution can create. Therefore, current recognitions of original data holders’ contributions are still inconsistent and further efforts are needed to develop consensus approaches to crediting original data holders.
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Norms hide causes—the example of testosterone
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Kronfeldner makes an important point about the norms that may constrain selection of potential causes for study in population health,1 consistent with the limited set currently in use2 which do not provide a generic, integrated scientific model that explains the past and predicts the future. For example, Kronfeldner highlights how an interest in genetic causes rather than those embedded in the fabric of society may allow us to downplay (or background) social or racial disparities in health, but perhaps because of lack of space, does not mention the large sexual disparity in health whereby men living about 5 years less than women is taken as normal. Notably, despite progress in achieving sexual equality, investigation of such differences has focused on factors controlling women’s rather than men’s bodies. For example, a substantially higher mortality rate from the leading cause of death, ischaemic heart disease, among men than women was for many years conceptualized as women being protected by estrogen,3 rather than men being vulnerable